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Chamorro
summer camp
teaches
culture

I

f you tried to imagine
all the summer camps
that exist in southern
California, you probably would not think of the
one I visited recently in
Long Beach. Ta Fan Apatte,
meaning “let’s share,” is a
Chamorro-immersion
camp that just concluded on
July 31.
This unique camp is put
together by the Kutturan
Chamoru
Foundation.
Twenty-three people from
age 12 to young adults spent
three days and two nights in
this cultural immersion environment.
“This year’s Ta Fan
Apatte was based on the
idea of ‘Leading with Identity.’” explains KCF Executive Director Heidi Quenga.
“We wanted to teach the
participants how to bridge
the cultural values of CHamorus and use them to be
successful in anything they
do.”
Ta Fan Apatte took place
from July 29 to July 31 on
the campus of California
State University, Long
Beach, with assistance
from Art Perez Medina, the
Educational Opportunity
Program counselor at the
school. Instruction came
from Chamorro leaders and
experts that included John
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Students learn weaving skills at
a Chamorro immersion camp
held in Long Beach, California,
July 29-31.
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COURTESY JOSH ILUSTRE

Guam Olympian
Josh Ilustre, with his
parents, Normie,
left, and Ben, right.
Josh’s parents are
deaf, but that never
held him back, he
says.

Guam Olympian
runs for deaf pare
JOJO SANTO TOMAS
JSANTOTOMA@GUAMPDN.COM

R

IO DE JANEIRO —
Josh Ilustre’s earliest
memories of talking
without words come
from when he was
about age 4. He’d
walk into the kitchen, and sign to his
mom, Normie, “I’m hungry.”
When he started school, he remembers being placed in the Language Other Than English class, or
LOTE — although that didn’t last
long.
He remembers the first time he
realized he felt different from others — when his mom came to his
parent-teacher conference, his
classmates said, “Cool, your mom
knows sign language!”
His dad, Ben, can’t hide his exuberance that his son is in Rio de Janeiro. When his dad shares the story
that his youngest boy is running in
the Olympics, he does his version of
the Running Man, enunciates the
word “Rio” as best he can, and
signs, “Olympics.”
It looks like the hand motion for
“Itsy-Bitsy Spider,” making five
sideways rings. Having pictures on
his phone always helps.
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